Nexon Asia Pacific takes home Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise
APAC Cloud Partner of the Year award for the second
consecutive year

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA – March 17, 2017 – Nexon Asia Pacific (Nexon) has recently taken home Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise APAC Cloud Partner of
the Year award for its innovation, growth initiatives, and collaboration opportunities with Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise solutions over the past year.

An Australian cloud and managed service provider who delivers dynamic I.T. to organisations in the government, commercial and not-for-profit
sectors, Nexon also received the same award in 2015 with its cloud offering, MA3, a dynamic cloud and consumption-based communication platform
that is built on Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise’s technology.
Achievement of this consecutive award demonstrates Nexon’s commitment and dedication to fulfill customers’ evolving needs to stay relevant in
today’s highly dynamic and mobile marketplace, as well as to distinguish itself as Alcatel Lucent’s leading innovative partner in the region.
“With such a committed and successful APAC Partner Community it is with much pride that I congratulate Nexon on being named APAC Cloud
Partner of the Year. Nexon continues to be a valued Business Partner as it innovates in the cloud and grows our mutual cloud channel. We look
forward to more shared victories with Nexon in 2017”, says Chris Downes, Channel Sales Director - Australia & New Zealand.

Nexon’s cloud-based unified communications and collaboration solutions are tailored to meet the demands of the modernised workforce who needs
flexible work arrangement, at the same time, be able to connect, and collaborate to deliver exceptional levels of customer service.
“To be awarded for the second time, the APAC Cloud Partner of the Year is an acknowledgement privilege for us at Nexon. As we prepare for the big
shift in customer demand for unified communications and collaboration services in the cloud, Nexon is committed to work with clients across the
country to ensure that they benefit from emerging collaboration technologies that befit their business environment and requirement,” Tony Mahony,
Queensland State Manager, Nexon Asia Pacific.
Nexon’s MA3 delivers innovative tools, systems and solutions to allow businesses to securely connect, collaborate, and make smarter, faster
decisions. By combining infrastructure and software, we deliver secure connectivity and productivity applications, unified communications and
business continuity solutions to dynamics businesses who are on their digital transformational journey.

About Nexon Asia Pacific
Founded in 2000, Nexon is an Australian cloud and managed service provider who specialises in providing business technology solutions to dynamic
businesses across commercial, government and, not-for-profit sectors. Its solutions offerings include cloud services, unified communications, network
infrastructure and business applications. The company’s mission is to deeply connect people in productive and efficient ways. Nexon serves clients
both across Australia and in some countries in the Asia Pacific region and employs approximately 150 business and technology professionals. It has
won numerous awards over the years for its development of innovative cloud and unified communications solutions. For more information about
Nexon, visit its website at http://www.nexon.com.au.
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